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HOMEOPATHY AND PROSTATE 

THEORY OF HOMEOPATHY 
FOR A LAYMAN 

Health is a state of balance and disease is the result of 
weakness of the body's energy or vital force or the 'aatmik 
Shakti'. Once the vital force gets diminished, the body 
reflects the same in any of the diseases and one of them is 
thyroid disorder. The treatment is, therefore, aimed at 
strengthening the vital force so that the body itself heals 
the ailment. The symptoms of the disease are the main 
features for which the medicines are selected. The 
remedies are based upon the theme that substances 
produce some symptoms when they are given to a healthy 
person. When these substances in the form of remedy are 
given to the sick person, having the same symptoms, 
which a healthy person produced, the healing takes place. 
The principle is 'like cures like' (law of similars). The 
remedies are made from herbs, plants, minerals, animals 
and other substances. The substances are repeatedly 
diluted, shaken or succussed by which the power of the 
substance is increased or one can say that the substances 
are potentized. Potentization is the process by which invisible 
power of the substance is increased. This sort of invisible 
power or energy stimulates the weak vital force because 
of the fact that it is of the same nature of which the patient 
suffers. It will nourish the vital force and restore the body 
to harmony. 
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KING GLAND — PROSTATE 

SOME CONFUSION IN HOMEOPATHY 

Those who come to the rescue of homeopathy have 
some confusion. Let us clear those confusions first to 
enable us to proceed further. 

CONFUSION-I, IS IT SAFE? 

Yes, it is very safe and free from side effects but let 
me clear that it is not safe if the doctor is inexperienced. 
Please note that Kent, of whom we have already read, said 
that he would rather share a room with a nest of vipers 
than be subjected to the administration of medicine by an 
inexperienced homeopath. 

If someone takes a wrong medicine over a period of 
time, there is possibility of proving the medicine, which 
means some reaction. He will suffer from the symptoms, 
the medicine is supposed to induce and the cure will not 
ensue. 

It is not safe if the patient does the medication by 
himself, after knowing the name of the medicine 
prescribed by the doctor. Overuse of a remedy is also not 
safe. 

CONFUSION-II, IS IT SUPPRESSION? 

Homeopathic medicines do not cause suppression. 
Suppression is uncommon in homeopathy but is possible 
if the doctor does not give oral medicines and directly 
goes in for local applicants or allows allopathic creams 
(cortisone for example) in skin diseases. Allowing 
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HOMEOPATHY AND PROSTATE 

application of allopathic ointments and giving 
homeopathic medicines internally may eliminate the skin 
disease temporarily but the disease will return. Poor choice 
of remedy also leads to suppression. 

CONFUSION-III, IS IT THE PLACEBO EFFECT? 

Some people say that homeopathic remedies have the 
placebo effect. A placebo is a pill without medicine. If you 
want to check its potential, give it to a person having non-
bleeding head injury or in earache/toothache. The pill 
would not relieve the pains. Only a correcting selected 
remedy would work in these cases. Homeopaths utilize 
the placebo when high potency dose is administered to 
the patient and repetition is not desired. In between the 
interval of high dose and the time of next induction, 
placebo is used so that the patient is satisfied that he or 
she is taking medicine continuously. Noble homeopaths 
do not use placebo and tell the patients directly to come 
after a month or so for the next medicinal dose. In today's 
commercial era, this is not being done. 

SUGGESTIONS ABOUT 
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES 

If you are not a doctor and want to start medicine for 
enlargement of prostate, I would suggest you to start 
taking Sabal Serrulata mother tincture, eight drops in I/ 
4th cup of water three times a day. Take the medicine half 
an hour after breakfast, lunch and dinner and do not take 
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